GET INVOLVED IN JPRO LOCAL GROUPS
CONNECT WITH THE JPRO GROUP NEAR YOU! TO EXPLORE STARTING A LOCAL GROUP IN YOUR COMMUNITY, EMAIL INFO@JPRO.ORG.

JPRO INDIANA
Effective Brainstorming with Becky Gleason
Join JPRO Indiana for a Lunch and Learn on Tuesday, August 29 at 11:30-1:00. For more information, head to the JPRO Indy Facebook page or contact Rachel at rkesner@jfgi.org.

JPRO ST. LOUIS
A Great Year of Programs Coming Up!
Including ongoing personal welcome meetings with new staff, Jewish holiday learning for staff of other faith, Deborah Grayson Riegel’s Jewish Coaching Academy, and MUCH more. This summer JProStl sponsored their first Share Shabbat with host families welcoming colleagues for in-home Shabbat dinners. For more information, contact Marci at meisen@jfedstl.org.

JPRO CHICAGO
JPRO Chicago officially launched last month and wants to hear from Chicago Jewish professionals about next steps for the organization. Help them shape future programming by filling out their survey. Respondents have a chance to win a $25 Amazon gift card.
The Darrell Friedman Institute, Baltimore

DFI JPRO Day – Navigating the Now: What Do You Stand For?
Join Elaine Rosenblum and a panel of experts to explore the many challenges of communication – on Facebook, with colleagues, community members with opposing views, and a discussion of bridging our personal values with the values of our organizations. August 10.
Click here for more info.

JPRO Michigan
JPRO Michigan launched with an outstanding event earlier this year, and the next one is coming up! On August 24, join for four, peer-led interactive ‘table’ sessions on topics including emotional intelligence, supervision, and Jewish/non-Jewish partnerships. Check the FB page for more.

Southern California
Los Angeles - JCPSC wants to hear from you! Take the survey to help determine the future.
San Diego - Talk with Daniel Libenson (of Judaism Unbound) about Disruptive Innovation on Aug 28. Register now!

Tri-State JPRO
Tri-State JPRO (serving Greater Philadelphia, Southern NJ, and Delaware) is back! JPRO recently held its first event in several years: John Ferreira, VP of Finch Brands Marketing, spoke about “Critical Findings on Identity and Engagement”. By popular demand, a repeat presentation of the Critical Findings program will be held again in September in a Center City location. For more info or to get involved, contact Penina at phoffnung@jewishphilly.org.